
Here are some detailed descriptions of the Lith-O-Hell sequences. 
You may always change the keystroke to activate them.
IMAnswerMachine [opt-ctrl-1]    This will automatically respond to all incoming
Instant Messages and reply with any text that you wish.    The text is already 
done for you, but you may edit it if you wish.

IMBomb(Closed)    [opt-ctrl-2]    This will IM bomb a specified Screen Name 
when they have NOT IMed you back.    It will bomb as many times as you tell 
it.    It is escpecially useful in getting back those damn brilliant people who 
are in first place on the last question of NTN.

IMBomb(Open)        [opt-ctrl-3]    This will IM bomb a specified Screen Name 
when they have IMed you back, and the cursor is flashing in the respond 
area of the window.    It will bomb as many times as you tell it.    This only 
works if you have IMed the victim and he has IMed you back.

Keep All Mail      [opt-ctrl-4]    This will go through all your mail and hit the 
"Keep as new" button so that the mail will not be deleted over time.    Doing 
this once over week or so will make sure your mail stays where you want it 
to.

MailBomb L8R        [opt-ctrl-5]    What is a "hell" program without a mailbomb? 
This will send as many mailbombs as you wish to the specified Screen 
Name(s) and wait until you set up a flash session to send them.    Make sure 
to turn your IMs off so that people won't mess up the sequence by IMing you.

MailBomb NOW        [opt-ctrl-6]    Why wait to mailbomb somebody?    You want
to get them back NOW.    Well, this will mailbom the specified Screen Name(s)
as many times as you wish in real time.    Make sure to turn your IMs off so 
that people won't mess up the sequence by IMing you.

MailBombRemover [opt-ctrl-7]    Quite a little hand thing to have around.    If 
for some reason you get mailbombed, just select the first piece of the 
mailbomb, start this sequence, and watch the mailbombs disappear in 5 
minutes.    It runs through and ignores them all at a quick speed.    Makes you 
wonder why they bothered to mailbomb you for 30 mintues if you could 
delete it in 5.

MassMail L8R        [opt-ctrl-8]    This will automatically open your mailbox, ask 
for whom you would like to massmail, then ask how many pieces of mail to 
massmail, then it will go through your mailbox and send them.    It will hit 
Send Later, so you can set up a flash session at any time to send out the 
massmail or add names.    Make sure to turn your IMs off so that people won't
mess up the sequence by IMing you.



MassMail NOW        [opt-ctrl-9]    This will open up your mailbox, ask you whom
you would like to massmail, then ask how many pieces of mail to massmail, 
and then it will send them out NOW.    Good for sending quick, FREE 
massmails out.    Make sure to turn your IMs off so that people won't mess up 
the sequence by IMing you.

PR Squeeze            [opt-ctrl-r]    You can use this sequence from ANYWHERE on 
AOL.    It will first take you to a lobby, then open up ROOMS, then ask you 
which private room you would like to enter, then how many times would you 
like to try to get in.    Once you get into the room, just stop the sequence.

PubRoom Squeeze [opt-ctrl-p]    This is for trying to get into Public rooms such
as a specific Lobby.    Just highlight the specified room and start the 
sequence.

Turn IMs Off        [opt-ctrl-m]    This will automatically turn your IMs off so you 
can start ignoring them.    Usefull when getting IM bombed, making sure 
people don't IM you while massmailing or mailbombing, or if somebody 
annoying keeps talking to you.

Turn IMs On          [opt-ctrl-i]    This will automatically turn your IMs back on so 
that you can start recieving them.


